The current functional organization and state of software development of the computer control system of the Stanford Linear Accelerator is described. Included is a discussion of the distribution of functions throughout the system, the local controller features, and currently implemented features of the touch panel portion of the system. The functional use of our "triplex" of PDP11-34 computers sharing common memory is described. Also included is a description of the use of "pseudopanel" tables as data tables for closed loop control functions.
PDP11 Triplex
The PDPll triplex, under the RSX-llMt operating system (V3.2), provides touch panel software as the operator interface, specialized functions such as magnet conditioning, link interfacing, etc. In addition to these two tables, the panel compiler permits one to design a pseudopanel to describe a set of elements to be used by the closed loop set programs. This mechanism uses the compiler to generate control blocks for elements so that control subroutines used for touch panels can also be used by other programs to retrieve data from common arrays and to effect controls. These control blocks form part of an online control data base which is separate from the touch panel tables.
The source data bases containing parameters for all elements in the system, all touch panel sources, and the panel compiler (a PL1 program) stop, increase/decrease by delta (the packet provides a signed delta to be added to the current value to yield a new requested value), and setpoint (which is the new requested value). Newly calculated requested values are subject to the DAC limits. Although we have not as yet implemented it, DAC limits could be determined by the central computers and remotely set as required. To provide "instantaneous" changes, the slew rate is set to the maximum DAC range and to provide a stop it is set to zero.
In addition to being explicitly or globally specified, slew rates and delta values can be further modified dynamically by specifying global rates. MEDIUM leaves specified rates unchanged, SLOW forces a one DAC-unit/second rate, and FAST forces four times the given rate. Additionally,all rates can be single step (one change per button push) or continuous (while one has his finger on the button).
As yet, we have not implemented physical control knobs apart from the touch panel control surfaces. Should we wish to, we could readily implement them using touch panel coordinates which are off the screen. We have 16x by 16y control bits but use only lOx by 13y. Knob activity could be interpreted as a button push of an off-the-screen button, with slew rate or increments determined from the knob rotation by whatever algorithm is desired.
Bit Control
The Bit Control Mechanism is used to control the binary state of bits in a field from one to eight bits wide. Bits can be pulsed on for a given time (dt) or set to a given state. This mechanism is used for motor, pro- Presently, analog values can be displayed digitally as an n.m. format (n= total digits, m= number of decimal digits) using a y = a+bx algorithm for units conversion, an eight digit decimal equivalent of the raw binary, a verticle or horizontal bar, or a vertically moving asterisk. Polynomial expansions and displays are done by special programs outside the touch panel routines. For the digital displays character size can be specified. For the bar displays, bar scaling can be specified.
Summary
With our present distribution of functions, the local controllers can have high duty cycle control and monitor loops to provide rapid responses for large numbers of elements. Tables used to drive the local loops not only provide a simple interface to the network aspects of control but are an effective clutch preventing overloading, pile up delays, and overrun effects. Display routines, in a separate cpu from the control routines, do not affect control response, even if the display overhead becomes quite large at times. Also, high bursts of control activity are readily absorbed. The deposition of analog values directly into common memory by the link drivers and the unsolicited sending of other packets received by drivers directly to tasks reduces context switching permitting the system to run smoothly.
